
20B Engine Rotor Cap / Rotor / Reluctor Kit Instructions
(for use on 1980 to 1985 breakerless distributors)

Warning: This kit requires welding, considerable mechanical ability and great care to ensure success!

Testing has shown that the Mazda ignitors used on 1981 to 1985 distributors will not function well in a
3-rotor application. Their spark energy is not very high if they drive coils directly and they are suscepti-
ble to misfire or crossfire if they are used to fire a CDI ignition. Therefore, you should only use the mag-
netic pulse from the distributor directly to a CDI ignition to obtain reliable ignition. When making con-
nections from the red and green wires to a “magnetic pulse input” ignition system it is critically impor-
tant that they have the correct polarity. Due to the variety of ignitions available, we cannot tell you which
wire goes where (if you use an MSD 7AL ignition, green is + and red is -). However, if you set the front
pulley at TDC and position the reluctor so that the appropriate “point” is directly across from the steel
core of the leading pickup coil (firing position), your timing should be within +/- 5 degrees of correct,
that is, near 0 degrees at idle and near 20 to 25 degrees BTC at 6000 rpm. If you start the engine and
check timing (or crank the engine while watching the timing with a timing light) #1 leading plug should
fire near TDC at low RPM. If not, reverse the red and green wires and try again.

Assembly & Installation Instructions

1) Remove the advance plate assembly (it is necessary to weld certain points on the vacuum
advance plate to stiffen the plate and allow the vacuum diaphragms to be removed for clearance. Before
final welding, the advance plate must be carefully positioned as shown to ensure correct leading/trailing
timing split).

Using Figure #1, identify screw “A” (which was the trailing vacuum diaphragm attach point). It should
be centered in its slot. If not, loosen it and the screw 180 degrees opposite and set it to the center of its
slot. Tighten both screws. Weld the leading pickup plate to the outer ring of the base at the vacuum
diaphragm connection point (see Figure #2). Do not allow the weld to protrude radially since it might
jam in the distributor housing recess.

Now position the trailing and leading pick-up plates as shown in Figure #1. Invert the assembly and
weld across the ball bearings as shown in Figure #3. Grind off the welds as necessary so that they do
not interfere with the bottom step in the distributor housing recess.

2) Remove the top portion of the distributor shaft by removing the screw at the top that secures it
to the lower shaft. The reluctor must be hand-fitted to this top portion with a file so that it can be
pushed on by hand, then held in place with the original roll pin. Never tap down on the reluctor - it seats
on a ledge only .005” to .010” wide, and that ledge will be sheared easily, thereby cocking the reluctor.
The counterbored side of the reluctor goes down, just like stock. Note! The flat on the distributor shaft
tapers about .002" top to bottom, so expect it to jam part way down. Concentrate on filing the flat in the
reluctor - not the curved portion - and do not deburr the lower edge of the curved portion. Check that
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the runout at the top of the reluctor is less than .005". Once fitted, remove the reluctor. Check the runout
at the top of the main (lower) portion of the distributor shaft is less than .001" TIR.
Straighten as necessary. Reinstall the upper portion of this shaft with lubricant.

3) Install the pickup assembly with the two original screws. Carefully position the leading pickup as
shown in figure #4 before tightening.

4) Install the reluctor on the shaft and secure it with the original roll pin. Re-check that top surface
runout is less than .005” TIR.

5) Adjust the tightest gap between any reluctor “point” and the steel core of both pickups to .015”
by bending the steel arm (greater gaps may cause hard starting).

6) Check the fit of the aluminum shield to the underside of the new distributor cap. It must slip into
the recess easily and seat flat with no rocking. If not, trim the outside diameter of the shield or replace
it. However, it must be used to space the cap correctly. When it fits the cap correctly, install the shield
on the distributor housing.

7) Install the distributor rotor. Note: When removing, pull up on the lower, plastic reinforced cross-
bar to avoid bending the upper bar.

8) Install the cap with the top removed. Verify that the clearance between each brass nut and both
ends of the corresponding rotor blade have a clearance of .040" to .050". If not, recheck for a bent dis-
tributor shaft or a cap that is incorrectly seated.

9) Mark your front pulley at 0 degrees, 10 degrees BTC, and 20 degrees BTC using the measure-
ments shown in Figure #6. Use a triangular file to make the marks clear. Set the engine to 0 degrees
(TDC).

10) Remove the aluminum shield and temporarily re-install the cap on the distributor housing. Slip
the assembly (less top) part way into the front cover. Position the distributor cap leading coil terminal
(marked "l") toward the front of the car and about 10 degrees to the driver's left. Align the leading dis-
tributor rotor blade (lower) so that it points directly at the #1 leading terminal. Gently proceed to install
the distributor into the front cover. Once seated, turn the housing so that the leading pickup is aligned
with the nearest point of the reluctor (one end of the leading rotor blade should also point to the #1
leading terminal) and the distributor housing adjustment slot aligns with the hold-down bolt hole. If not,
partially remove the distributor, rotate the rotor slightly and try again. When correct, secure the housing
to the front cover with a bolt. Then reinstall the aluminum shield under the cap.

11) Install the top on the cap. Seal the perimeter of the joint with silicone sealant to exclude water
(the top can still be removed for service). Connect a hose from the top fitting to the interior of the air fil-
ter to aid in evacuating the ozone from the cap.
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12) If you use the 20B water pump, you will have to modify the alternator adjustment bracket for
distributor clearance. You may wish to use the drawing in Figure #5 as a guide. You may also choose to
use a water pump from a 2-rotor engine. The impellers are very similar so the only caution we offer is
that cavitation in the 20B pump occurs at approximately 7000 RPM. If you plan to run consistently over
that point, change the pulley drive ratio or use another pump and pulley set that is appropriate for the
planned RPM. If you use a pump other than the 20B, you may have minor interference between the
water inlet pipe and the metering oil pump (see later info on the metering oil pump).

13) Route the plug wires so that they sweep down from the cap with 90 degree terminals, then
toward the rear where they connect to the plugs with 90 degree terminals. Use 1000 ohm wires for rac-
ing and 5000 ohm wires for street use.

14) Ignition timing should be approximately the same as 2-rotor engines: 

Street: 21 degrees to 24 degrees BTC @ 6000 leading, 
10 degrees to 15 degrees BTC @ 6000 trailing 

Race: 20 degrees BTC @ 6000 leading and trailing. 

Note: You set the leading/trailing split at 8 degrees when you position the advance plate as in Figure #1.
By loosening the two screws (one of which you centered in its slot) you can change the leading/trailing
split to a variety of settings.

15) The standard low compression rotors (N3Y8-11-BL0) can be replaced with the high compres-
sion rotors (N3Y5-11-BL0A) without re-balancing the engine.

16) The drawings in figure #7 show sample cover plates you may need to fabricate, depending on
your application. Similarly, Figure #8 shows a method to adapt Racing Beat fuel injector plugs to plug
the injector holes in the engine and Figure #9 shows a technique to close off the turbo oil supply port at
the upper left of the front housing.

17) Figures #10 and #11 show possible metering oil pump modifications, depending on your appli-
cation. Unless you have the ability to drive the metering oil pump stepper motor or plan to remove the
pump and pre-mix oil in the fuel, the adjustment device shown in Figure #10 is highly recommended for
both street and race use. We suggest a total flow rate from the (3) tubes at 2000 rpm with the engine
warm of 4cc in 3 minutes.
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Sparkplug Wire to Distributor Cap Assignment
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Figures 1-4

Note: Position plates as
shown before final welding!

Figure 1 - Top View

Figure 2 Top View

Figure 4 - Top View

Figure 3 - Bottom View

Tack weld

Tack weldTack weldTack weld
Tack weld

.965” +/- .005”
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Figure 5 - 20B Alternator Bracket Modification

Rear View of Bracket
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Weld
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Figure 6 - Ignition Timing Mark Locations
20B Stock Pulley

0° TDC20° ATC 
Trailing

5° ATC 
Leading

10° BTC
20° BTC

Add these timing marks.
Original Timing Marks

.231”

.462” .462”
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Figure 7 - 20B Block Off Plates

6mm Holes

6mm Holes

8mm Holes

Oil Pan Block-off Plate 
(for oil level sensor)

Minimum 1/8” aluminum
or steel plate.

Minimum 1/8” aluminum
or steel plate.

Top
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Figure 8 - Modification to Racing Beat 1986-92 RX-7
Fuel Injector Plug for 20B Engine (3 required)

Note: Use Racing Beat Fuel Injection Plug retention brackets (2 each). 
Cut one bracket in half. Racing Beat Part Number for one kit: 18147

O-ring (1ea)

Cut

Remove Boss

Cut

1.3”

.3”
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Figure 9 

Figure 10 

Fabricate aluminum plate with self-locking nutplate in center with 10/32” X 1” screw to adjust
metering oil pump flow rate. Note: If using  2-rotor engine water pump, clearancing of 

metering oil pump is required.

Aluminum Bar Stock

Use with 20B water pump.

Oil outlet on fwd side housing, using stock fluid bolt. 
Fabricate crush washer to block off oil passage.

.75”

.60” .5625”

.060” TH Alu-
minum Plate

.560”

Pre-set dimension.
Check flow rate:

2000 RPM, 
4cc per 3 min.
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Figure 11- 20B Metering Oil Pump Cover
(Using 2-rotor Engine Water Pump) 

Metering Oil Pump Metering Oil Pump Cover Plate

Drill and tap (4mm X .7) hole, .200” left of top screw hole. Cut-off right side of aluminum
boss as shown, Use hardware from heat shield to install coverplate.

.060” TH
Aluminum

4mm X .7
Cut-off
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